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1.

Volatility Indicator of 3.
A 3 is high. A move of 1% is expected in the DJIA. In this case there were only 2 trading days, and one of
those days was a Monday. Very hard to predict Mondays. For these two reason, I would not have
expected much from this indicator.

2.

NOAA’s A and Kp Indexes.
NOAA’s forecasts these indexes 30-days in advance. They depict an expect disturbance in space weather
which has been shown to affect humans. Stocks tend to turn Bearish. The higher the number, the greater
the disturbance. The high for the week was on Monday. Again, Monday are difficult to predict, so you
would not want to put any money are risk.

3.

Sun Oppose Uranus.
This is a Bearish indicator. You would expect stock to put in a lower close on Monday and/or Tuesday.

4.

Mercury Speed.
When Mercury begins picking up speed, you will usually see stocks finish higher on at least one day in the
+/- 1-day window.

5.

Lunar Declination.
Stock tend to falter when the Moon reaches if maximum declination whether it is North or South.

6.

Sun Conjunct Venus.
This is a Bullish indicator. An uptick in stocks is expected for at least one of the days in the window. Of
course, this falls on the Friday, so there are only 2 trading days that it can manifest itself.

7.

Volatility Indicator of 3.
Stocks usually make a sizeable move when the indicator gets this high, but with it being on a Saturday,
there is only one trading day that is affect by it. You do not want to give this too much importance.

Summary
The number 3 indicator allows us to expect stocks to close lower on Monday, Tuesday and/or Wednesday. With
the number 2 indicator on Monday, a lower Close on Monday would be most likely.
The number 4 indicator has us looking for a higher Close on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. Most likely would
be Wednesday, but it did not happen. Having closed lower on both Tuesday and Wednesday, the chances for a
higher Close on Thursday become very strong. Adding even more to a Close higher on Thursday is the number 7
indicator which tells us to expect a higher Close on Thursday and/or Friday.
The number 5 indicator is pointing to a Close lower on Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. Indicator usually manifest
themselves on the day before or the day of, seldom the day following except in the cases where the first two days
fail to see the expect Close. We would have to say Wednesday is the most likely day to see a lower Close, but it
could happen on Friday, or it could happen on both days.

